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Notes from the Scottish Solution Focused Network meeting held on the 26th 
February 2013 at the James Murray Suite, Murray Royal Hospital, Perth. 

The Network had its first meeting of 2013 at Murray Royal Hospital, Perth, 
courtesy of Caroline Clos and Tom Bulley from NHS Tayside.  A good turnout of 
practitioners from across the country met in the new James Murray Suite to 
share experience and network with other practitioners. 

Steve chaired the morning session, which began with a brief exploration of our 
best hopes for the day.  The gathering went on to discuss recent successes in 
our practice.  Steve reported that the mailing list was now up and running and 
the SSFN currently had over 60 members in 7 major locations around the 
country, representing at least 14 different organisations.  It was agreed that 

this was a very good 
outcome for the end of our 
first year.  In addition, Steve 
and Graham’s paper on 
engaging with the Scottish 
Government had been 
published in the November 
issue of InterAction; this led 
to a discussion of ways in 
which Network members 
could share and 
disseminate their own 
work.  It was agreed that, in 
the first instance, Steve and 
Graham would circulate 

their paper to members (it should be distributed along with these notes) and 
further thought would be given to an online repository for members to access.  
Further discussion took place around clinical successes, including the small 
signs of client’s positive experience, challenging our own doubts and 
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“We are Here”: location of SSFN practitioners around the country. 



uncertainties and the benefits of solution-focused supervision.  Tom Bulley 
presented details of recent case work and this was used to generate a broad 
reaching discussion and several very useful suggestions for future practice. 

Following coffee, Steve introduced an Informal Interview with an Experienced 
Practitioner.  Chris Ward, Nurse Consultant in Child and Adolescent Mental 
Health Services in NHS Fife, and Associate Lecturer at Robert Gordon 
University, Aberdeen shared some of his experience of working in solution 
focused brief therapy.  Chris spoke of his introduction to SF practice when he 
joined the CAMHS team in Fife, and of how the approach fitted his own 
interest in the strengths and resilience clients brought with them, and which 
were often overlooked.  He recounted his experience of the MA course in 
Birmingham, of the close focus on SF techniques and skills and of the benefits 
that come from close analysis of practice.  He also spoke of his current 
practice, making a useful distinction between delivering Solution Focused Brief 
Therapy and working in a solution focused approach; the latter being a less 
formal style of therapeutic conversation underpinned by the assumptions and 
principles of SF thinking and practice.  Typical of such a thoughtful and 
respectful practitioner, one of the most useful things Chris could recall from his 
experience was the maxim to beware of practitioners who behaved as though 
SF was ‘the only game in town’; Chris was mindful that the client was at the 
centre of the therapeutic encounter and the approach must be tailored to their 
specific needs. 

Following lunch, Graham chaired the afternoon session.  Addressing the 
questions of ‘where have we been, and where are we going?’ a lively 
discussion addressed issues such as ‘should Solution Focused Therapy be in the 
MATRIX’, ‘should research be a focus for the Scottish Solution Focused 
Network’, and ‘should a future SSFN website be used to lobby Government’?  
This led to further discussion of what the Network website might include.  
Suggestions of up to date articles and access to YouTube videos were made; 
the essence being things that increase and maintain practitioner’s motivation 
are important.  In response to the question ‘what will the website look like?’ 
various ideas were shared.  These included a shared sense that the website 
should communicate a sense of wellbeing, vitality and creativity.  It was 
suggested that it should be inviting, inspirational and, generally, look like ‘a 
nice place to be’.  Further ideas included a news section, a featured paper, 
information on the history of SF, links to SF courses and training events, a 



medium for celebrating success in SF practice and of the diversity in SF 
communities.  It was also felt that the website should promote the evidence 
base for SF practice and include links to other SF organisations.  It was also 
stressed that the website should communicate to its audience in clear, plain 
language. 

The conversation then moved on to our ‘next steps’ and what we wanted to 
see from the SSFN.  Again, a wide range of suggestions and ‘best hopes’ were 
expressed.  These included short presentations from members, for example a 
30 minute presentation on inspirational scaling, video presentations of our 
own presentations at conferences or workshops, role play and practice 
sessions, and presentations from non-clinical presenters.  It was suggested that 
a rolling programme of events might be developed, allowing members to plan 
attendance well in advance.  Any other ideas or offers of presentations can be 
emailed to Steve at: steve.smith@rgu.ac.uk and they will be very gratefully 
received.   

Looking back on a very fruitful day, Graham closed the meeting at 3.00 o’clock, 
thanking everyone for attending.  The next meeting will be held in Alloa, 
courtesy of Bruce Caldwell, on Friday, May 31st.  Time will be from 10.00 am 
until 3.00 pm and the venue will be Clackmannanshire Schools Support 

Services, Bedford 
Place, Alloa.  The 
postcode, for 
SatNavers, or simply 
for planning ahead is 
FK10 1LJ.  Bruce has 
kindly confirmed that 
a soup and bread 
lunch will be 
provided. 

 

Clackmannanshire Schools Support Services, 
Bedford Place, Alloa. 

mailto:steve.smith@rgu.ac.uk�
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Notes from the Scottish Solution Focused Network meeting held on the 31st 

May 2013 at the Clackmannanshire Schools Support Services, Bedford Place, 

Alloa. 

The most recent gathering of the SSFN was held in Alloa, courtesy of Bruce 

Caldwell and the Clackmannanshire Schools Support Services.  The day began 

with members arriving from around the country, including the first member to 

make it all the way from Stornoway on the Isle of Lewis.  An agenda was co-

constructed in true solution-focused manner and led into an informal 

discussion of what we wanted from the day.  Top of the list was the 

opportunity to network with colleagues; to hear what other people have been 

doing in a solution focused way, and to be enthused by what is working for 

them and for us ourselves.  It is interesting and encouraging to see that this 

simple goal lies at the heart of the organisation (and suggests that we’re aptly 

named).   The first formal session was presented by Graham Buchanan, who 

spoke about SF in Organisations.  Using a video demonstration given by Ben 

Furman, Graham highlighted how a reluctance to discuss success can thwart 

the sharing of what 

works and leads us 

to focus on the 

failures in our 

organisations.  

Following from the 

video presentation, 

Graham asked 

participants to work 

in pairs and to 

share with each 

other a success they 

had had at work 

recently.  Key aspects in exploring the success were for the listener to elicit an 

example of success at work, to amplify the impact of the success and reinforce 

 
Three Steps to Recognising Success in Organisations. 
 

1. Tell me about a recent success you’ve had at 
work. 

2. Wow!  That’s amazing; tell me more. 
3. How did you do that?  Who else did you 

involve in doing this?  How did you get them 
to participate in this? 
 

What other successes have you had recently? 

 

Key pointers from Graham’s presentation on SF in Organisations. 
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the success by exploring the process and (importantly) who else was involved 

in bringing it about.  Thus, in three steps, the speaker was able to identify a 

recent organisational success, recognise the significance of it, and share 

ownership of it with their colleagues.  Feedback was positive and reflected the 

beauty and simplicity of solution focused technique in a variety of settings. 

The discussion and conversation around Graham’s presentation developed into 

a discussion of ‘what got you into SF in the first place’ over lunch, which was 

provided by our hosts for the day, and was followed by a presentation of rare 

footage of Milton H Erickson hypnotising a client in (what looked like) the mid-

1950’s.  Many of us have 

heard about, and read 

about, Milton Erickson, 

but very few of us have 

ever seen him work.  In 

this 17-minute video 

Erickson begins the 

process of inducing a 

trance state in a young 

woman; making definite 

use of language and vocal 

style, spatial proximity 

and touch.  Several of the 

participants expressed a 

feeling of discomfort in watching him; describing him as ‘manipulative’, 

‘seductive’ and possibly ‘creepy’, leading to a lively conversation around 

whether these qualities were relevant to the therapeutic process.  The concept 

of being manipulative was particularly explored in an open and (at times) 

challenging discussion.  Some of the key themes to emerge were that 

‘manipulation’ was often seen as a negative concept in therapy (consider its 

use as a term in osteopathy by comparison, e.g. ‘to manipulate a shoulder into 

place’); if we aren’t manipulating our clients, what are we doing and why are 

they coming to see us; whose benefit does manipulation serve; does the co-

construction of solutions protect us from manipulating our clients.  One of the 

key arguments was framed by Graham, in relation to the widely-held notion 

that SF is a ‘safe therapy’.  He argued that, by virtue of the manipulative nature 

of the therapeutic relationship, we have the opportunity to cause grave harm 

Milton H Erickson (Centre) being introduced to his new client prior 

to inducing a hypnotic trance state. 



 

to our clients every time we work with them; and suggested that we had to be 

aware of the ways in which we were manipulating the situation in order to 

ensure that our manipulations were deliberate, therapeutic and ethical.  The 

rich and deep conversation was brought to a close by Steve Smith only because 

we had run out of time, always a positive sign. 

The meeting closed with a brief discussion of the next meeting.  Given that the 

repeated ‘best hope’ for network gatherings is to ‘get together with other SF 

people and network’ and to be ‘enthused about SF practice’, and that the next 

one will be in late summer; it was decided that the next meeting will be an 

informal gathering and barbeque.  Specifically, it will be a “Solutionfest”; an 

Open Space gathering where people can get together and share what they 

want to share, do what they want to do, and leave when they want to leave.   

There are six 

principles and one 

law to Open Space 

gatherings, 

designed to ensure 

that the ‘best things 

happen’ with ‘the 

best people’ at ‘the 

best time’.  The next 

gathering will be a 

simplified Open 

Space with no 

formal agenda, but 

maximum 

opportunity to meet 

up with old (and 

new) colleagues and share solution focused ideas in their widest context.  

There will probably be some videos of Steve De Shazer and Insoo Kim Berg, for 

those that would like to see them, we might show the Gregory Bateson video 

again, there might be some interactive workshops; or we might just chat and 

eat.  There will be a Potluck Barbeque; everyone brings something for the 

barbeque (and a little extra) and then we share.  There will be vegetarian 

options (if you bring them), and feel free to bring whatever you like to drink. 

 Six Principles of Open Space Gatherings 

1. Whoever comes are always the right people 

2. Whatever happens is for the good 

3. Conditions should be taken for what they are 

4. The composition of the group is determined by chance 

5. Everyone may start whenever they feel like it 

6. Everyone may stop whenever they think it is time to 

One Law 

Everyone is free to move around as they like (the law of two feet). 

 

 

Six Principles and One Law of Open Space Gatherings. 



 

The next gathering will be held on Saturday, August 24th in Steve’s garden in 

Edzell, Angus.  Starting at 1.00pm, people are welcome to arrive when they 

want; and if they want to stay over, bring a tent (or there are several good 

hotels nearby).  Children and families are, of course, welcome too.  As ever, if 

you are coming could you drop us an email and let us know, and we’ll send you 

detailed directions on how to get there.  If you have any questions about the 

next gathering, don’t hesitate to ask and we’ll get right back to you.  If you’d 

like to see something in particular happen, let us know that too. 
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Notes from the Scottish Solution Focused Network meeting held on the 23rd 

August 2013 at Edzell, Angus. 

 

Friday, August 23rd, saw the most recent gathering of the SSFN in Edzell, Angus.  

Dubbed Solutionfest, the meeting was a small but very successful gathering of 

practitioners from across the country.  Intended as an informal summer get-

together, designed to allow participants to network easily; a potluck barbeque 

lunch was provided, with participants bringing a surplus of sausages, burgers, 

snacks and drinks. 

The day began with Graham Buchanan and Steve Smith discussing the progress 

of the SSFN website.  Continuing to work on the basis of ‘Development with No 

Money’, agreed at the inaugural meeting in March 2012, it was agreed that the 

SSFN website would be embedded in a website being developed by Graham 

and Steve, 

provisionally 

entitled Solutions-

In-Practice.  

Currently in 

development; the 

SSFB site will have 

information about 

the network, links 

to training 

resources, videos, 

useful websites, as 

well as an archive of 

previous activities 

and links to upcoming events.  There may also be some form of forum so that 

members can communicate via the website. 
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Gordon Taylor then spoke on his project to develop a Solution Focused training 

tool for student nurses.  Linking an SF framework to the NMC Competencies 

for Practice, and merging this with a solution focused coaching tool, Gordon 

took participants through a process of engaging students to develop and own 

their own individual training agenda.  Guiding us through his presentation with 

the aid of several well-constructed flow-charts, Gordon outlined how the nurse 

mentor could co-construct the student’s training experience with them and 

simply provide the ‘nudge from behind’ necessary to achieve competence sign-

off.  Gordon’s presentation generated a lot of interest among participants and 

led to the question, ‘how can the SSFN help with this project?’  After further 

discussion in which it was recognised that the potential for this initiative 

extended beyond the arena of nurse education, it was agreed that a process of 

testing and reporting would be necessary in order to fully develop the project.  

In the first instance, Gordon and Steve agreed to work together to develop an 

outline paper describing the proposed process and the anticipated benefits 

from it. 

Following Gordon’s inspiring presentation, Claudia Van Zuiden rounded off the 

morning’s discussion with an equally exciting presentation of her work in 

Nepal.  Originally intending to work with a small group of indigenous 

healthcare workers; Claudia has now engaged with various groups in Nepal, 

including the Department of Psychology at Kathmandu University and a 

women’s aid group supporting victims of human trafficking out of Nepal.  

Claudia recounted how she has visited Nepal on several occasions, teaching 

Solution Focused Therapy and supporting groups in their practice.  She 

explained how the principles of SF practice sit comfortably with many of the 

cultural constructs of Nepal, and how SF enables practitioners to engage with 

(mainly) women recovering from traumatic experience (as an indicator of the 

prevalence of this, Claudia stated that the most common cause of death 

among women of child-bearing age in Nepal is suicide; a horrifying statistic).  

Again, the conversation turned to, ‘how can the SSFN help?’  Further 

discussion led to the agreement that some form of charity would be beneficial 

in raising funding to continue (and expand) this work.  Claudia agreed to 

explore the process of setting up a charitable organisation, and a number of 



 

participants agreed to support this and serve as board members once it was 

established.  More news to follow. 

After an extensive (and well-earned) barbeque break in which conversation 

ranged over a wealth of SF related topics and the joy of outdoor food, the 

afternoon session moved in-doors for a screening of Nora Bateson’s film of her 

father, Gregory Bateson: ‘An Ecology of Mind’.  This is the second time we’ve 

screened this film 

at a network 

gathering and, as 

ever, it raised a 

multitude of 

thoughts and 

ideas.  

Conversation 

afterwards 

seemed to focus 

on the context 

and meaning of 

Being, the inter-connectedness of ideas and the significance of the spaces 

between them, and the recognition of the importance of respecting difference 

and learning from it.  Once again, words are unable to convey the breadth and 

depth of responses to the film; if you haven’t seen it, you’ll just have to 

arrange to see it for yourself. 

The gathering ended with lots of well-wishes among participants and an 

agreement that the next gathering will be in late November, probably at the 

Playfield Institute in Cupar.  Details of this will follow soon. 

 

 

 

‘What is the pattern that connects?’ One of the key questions posed by Gregory 

Bateson. 
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Notes from the Scottish Solution Focused Network meeting held on the 29th 

November 2013 at the Playfield Institute, Stratheden Hospital, Cupar. 

November 29th saw the most recent gathering of the SSFN.  Members came 

from Aberdeen, Perth and Glasgow to join Graham Buchanan of the Playfield 

Institute in our last gathering of the year.  The day began with Steve Smith 

reflecting back to the gathering in Alloa in May, in which Graham had 

presented a video of Ben Furman talking about organisational SF, and where it 

had been suggested that we are slow to celebrate our successes because it 

feels too much like ‘showing off’.  Steve therefore began by inviting 

participants to ‘show off’ and share some of their success in SF practice.  

Successes included the growth of the SSFN itself, and the movement of SF into 

areas like Long Term 

Condition Management 

(Steve reported that he and 

colleague Pamela Kirkpatrick 

had just had a paper 

published on using SF in 

working with people with 

Long Term Conditions).  

Other successes highlighted 

included the growing 

influence of SF within NHS 

Fife and the prospect of further workshops and training courses, the use of SF 

techniques to self-motivate, particularly in the absence of a strong SF peer-

group, and the development of Robert Gordon University as a centre of SF 

expertise.  There was also a prolonged discussion around links between SF 

thinking and Mindfulness, both in general terms and in therapeutic work.  

Gordon Taylor suggested that Mindfulness techniques could be useful in 

helping clients establish where they are at now, prior to engaging in any 

discussion about a Positive Future Scenario.   
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Developing the theme of Success further, Gordon then gave an update on his 

project to develop an SF mentoring tool to use with (initially) Student Nurses.  

He has been developing the tool further since our discussions at Solutionfest in 

August, and has added a Student Diary to the process. He has also been 

researching connections with the NMC and redeveloping the flow-charts 

outlining the process.  It was suggested that the project could also serve very 

well as the basis of a Master’s dissertation; should Gordon find the time to 

undertake further study.  Claudia Van Zuiden was unable to attend, but fed 

back on her project via Steve.  Claudia has worked up a description and 

Mission Statement for the potential Solutions without Borders charity.  The 

aim of the charity would be to combat mental health stigma by working with 

public and private organisations predominately in developing countries such as 

Nepal.  Claudia had met with the CVS (Council for Voluntary Services) and is 

working on a draft constitution; she asked for names of anyone interested in 

becoming a Board Member of Solutions without Borders, Graham Buchanan 

and Steve Smith expressed their willingness to do so.  Anyone else interested 

in knowing more about this should contact Claudia directly, or via Steve Smith. 

After lunch participants joined in a group activity addressing the question, 

“What do you do if …?”  Each participant contributed (at least one) potential 

difficult situation on a ‘Post-It’, and a selection were then chosen at random.  

Surprisingly the greatest difficulty seemed to be for participants to think up a 

really difficult situation in which the answer wasn’t obvious.  This, is itself, was 

a very positive discovery for the participants.  A range of dilemmas were 

discussed; ranging from ‘I’d be dead’ to ‘I’d wake up next to you’, producing a 

lot of original and innovative solution focused thinking. 

We then reviewed the new 

Scottish Solution Focused 

Network website!  The website 

is being hosted by Steve Smith 

and Graham Buchanan in their 

website ‘Solutions in Practice’, 

thereby allowing the SSFN site 

to be a no-cost venture for the 

network.  The website has 

information about the SSFN, 

http://www.solutionsinpractice.co.uk/


 

links to learning resources and other SF websites, and will also have links to 

Twitter and Facebook in due course.  Click on SSFN to go to the website, or 

follow the SSFN link at www.solutionsinpractice.co.uk.  Various aspects of the 

website were discussed and it’s hoped that it will help us to continue to spread 

news and information about solution focused practice in Scotland.  One 

suggestion that we will be taking up is that all future Notes from Gatherings, 

like this, will be structured as Newsletters and will be available via the SSFN 

website.  If there is anything you would like to see added to the website, let us 

know; there’s a comments section for feedback. 

The next meeting will probably be in Perth in late February / early March., 

more information about that to follow in the New Year. 

 

 

http://www.solutionsinpractice.co.uk/#!ssfn/c1jxp
http://www.solutionsinpractice.co.uk/

